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In or before 1725 a Thomas Margetts gave his friend J. Tayler a book, and Tayler recorded this fact with an ownership inscription on the first leaf: “J. Tayler. Ejus Liber 1725 [ornament] given him by Thos: Margets Gent.” It’s not much with which to start a search. However, while the identity of J. Tayler is hard to recover three centuries later, the name Margetts is sufficiently unusual to be traced, though there were other eponymous families in London and Middlesex, and in C17th orthography it’s often conflated with Margate, the Kent seaside town. This Margetts was from a Bedford family. The family home was on St Paul’s Square, near the Ouse, to the east of Chapel Herne (Bedfordshire Archives: Borough B/E3/31). The family were baptised and buried not at St Paul’s Church, however, but St Peter Martin’s, slightly north of their home. Between 1650 and 1660 they also owned Biggleswade Manor, formerly part of Charles I’s estate. 
The gift was pregnant with meaning: a manuscript entitled “IOHN MILTON An Englishman HIS DEFENCE For the People of England, Against the DEFENCE= ROYALL Of CLAVDIVS ANONYMVS, That is, a Namelesse Author, otherwise SALMASIVS.” It was an English translation of Pro populo Anglicano defensio (usually known as Defensio, or the First Defence, though these involve significant changes in emphasis), Milton’s Latin polemic published in 1651. The manuscript is written in a seventeenth century hand. It is a fair copy, neat and legible, but not a fine presentation copy. It is small and has corrections. As a gift its value lay in the text rather than the object. 
Pro populo Anglicano defensio – and not Paradise Lost – was the book that made Milton famous. A response to the celebrated French scholar Claudius Salmasius’ attack on the 1649 regicide and subsequent republic, Milton’s brilliant rhetoric, implacable logic, and gift for insulting his distinguished adversary made Pro populo Anglicano defensio popular across Europe. It was Milton’s most widely-read work during his lifetime, though by some measures not as successful in England, perhaps because it wasn’t printed in English translation until 1692, when the heat of its rhetoric had cooled, and then in a intermittently unflattering or even dull version. This unprinted manuscript translation, Margetts’ gift, was different and markedly better: more succinct, less stilted, closer to the pugnacious spirit of the original. It survives in a unique copy (MS-1649), in the Turnbull Collection at the National Library of New Zealand: Alexander Turnbull was a Milton-collecting bibliophile whose enormous personal library went to the National Library in Wellington after his death in 1918. Perhaps other copies of this translation disappeared, though it is likely that this, the copy that Margetts gave to his friend in 1725, was the only one made.
Thomas Margetts, the book-giver, lived in Bedford for many decades. He had been baptised at St Peter Martin on 29 April 1663 (making him around 62 when he gave the book: though it was a living gift rather than a bequest, as he was still active in 1728 [Bedfordshire Archives: P100/6/22-23]). He was admitted as a pensioner at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge in 1677, matriculated in 1678, and took his BA in 1681-2.​[1]​ He had two or three sisters who died young: a Rebecca who is probably his sister was baptized on 6 July 1660, and there is no further reference to her; Roberta (named after her uncle Robert), who was buried on 12 August 1665; and Elizabeth (named after their mother), who died when she was three (bapt. 8 June 1666, bur. 3 Nov 1669). He had four sisters who saw adulthood, according to the 1688 will of their father: Beata, who married Christopher Collins; Dinah (named after her grandmother) who married Richard Day; Isabella who married William Turner; and Elizabeth Margetts (bapt. 9 May 1675), who was in 1688 unmarried. There is no evidence of any brothers.​[2]​ When Thomas’s father, also Thomas Margetts (the repetition of names, and not only among oldest sons, creates some tangles in the history), was buried in the same family church on 8 February 1691, Thomas seems to have inherited the family home and with it the library. Despite being the eldest son, this was not a foregone conclusion: the father’s will, as we shall see, suggests a rift between father and son, and the threat of a small inheritance.​[3]​ Nevertheless, Thomas inherited his father’s estate, and the book he gave to his friend was part of that family library.
Let us follow the path of time’s arrow backwards. In 1687, during the brief reign of the Roman Catholic James II, when our younger Thomas was around fourteen, a Bedford man named Margetts was identified as an influential dissenter in the county. John Eston wrote to the Earl of Ailesbury that he had

conferred with the heads of the Dissenters and particularly with Mr. Margetts and Mr. Bunyan whom your Lordship named to me. The first of these was Judge-Advocate in the Army under the Lord General Monke, when the late King was restored; the other is Pastor of the Dissenting congregation in this Town. I find them all to be unanimous for electing only such Members of Parliament as will certainly vote for repealing all the Tests and Penal Laws touching Religion, and they hope to steere all their friends and followers accordingly.​[4]​ 

Overshadowed or forgotten in this exalted company, Margetts appears to have worked in collaboration with Bunyan as a champion of religious toleration locally and nationally. He was respected enough to influence elections. This dissenter is Thomas Margetts the father of the bookgiver, an old man at this point. Bunyan’s 1661 trial for holding unlawful conventicles took place at Chapel Herne, commonly used for assizes, and a passage led directly from the chapel to the Margetts household nearby (Page, ed. 3: 21-24).
The trajectory of time’s arrow can take us further back, and it flies true. This Margetts, the Bedford dissenter, was not only, as Eston recorded, Judge Advocate for General Monck at the Restoration, but also a long-serving lawyer for the New Model Army and the republic, and MP in the second and third Protectorate Parliaments. And on 23 November 1658, preparing for Oliver Cromwell’s funeral procession, he stood in the room next to John Milton. Over the preceding seven years he had worked in the same building as the poet, polemicist and secretary for foreign tongues. And the manuscript English translation of Milton’s Pro populo Anglicano defensio is in his hand.


The life and fortunes of Thomas Margetts

Thomas has not been a prominent figure in histories of the republic.​[5]​ Nor is there any reason he should have been. He was a minor player, a diligent lawyer doing administrative business far from constitutional issues. Only this manuscript, and the arrangements for Cromwell’s funeral, associate him directly with Milton, and, rightly or wrongly, it is this association with Milton that brings him into the light. Little is known about him – the History of Parliament volumes for those years are not yet published, and a Dictionary of National Biography entry is forthcoming – but much can be gleaned from his own will and his mother’s, the Bedfordshire archives, the National Archives, particularly the State Papers, various records of parliamentary proceedings, and the many newsletters he wrote, now in the Clark papers, the House of Lords and the British Library. Here is a brief biographical sketch. 
	He was baptised on 7 April 1620 at St Mary’s Church in Bedford (a subsequent falling out probably caused the shift to St Peter Martin). His father was Thomas Margetts (d. 1642), freeman of the borough, and probably a tanner (assessed on goods worth £3 by the 1628-9 subsidy commissioners), and his mother was Dinah (d. 1653). They may have been descended from an early sixteenth century ploughwright of the same name, and his wife Elizabeth, living in the same parish.​[6]​ The family appear to have had a tradition of religious dissent. Around 1640 the father Thomas (the tanner) and mother Dinah petitioned Archbishop Laud, complaining that Mark Gascoine, “a Sexton and parish Clarke of St Maries” and John White had combined, “vpon causeless displeasures” and informed the minister of St Mary’s, Mr Giles Thorne, that Thomas and Dinah had said that the said Mr Thorne “mainteyned ill vices, or vnlawfull Recreations”, including  Whitsun ales, maypoles and dancing. Thorne had followed through this false information and taken the Margetts’ to the Commissaries Court, but fearing defeat there had proceded to the Court of Arches. The petition states that Gascoine and White are men of evil life, and the only witnesses to these suspicions; and declares that Thomas and Dinah have always sought Thorne’s love and favour “by all submission”. They ask Laud to summon Thorne and put an end to “this vniust & greivous vexacon”. The conflict marks the couple as probable reformers.​[7]​ This conflict is likely to be the reason the family moved to St Peter Martin’s for baptisms and burials.
The same petition states that Thomas the father had lived in Bedford in “good conversation” for 37 years and had “nyne small children”. This “small” seems to be an exaggeration or a simplification: the younger Thomas was 20 at this point. Dinah’s later will, written 18 February 1650, identifies five siblings: Elizabeth, Samuel, Robert, George and Lewis. This suggests that three of the children had died in the past decade. The will provides significantly more for Elizabeth, Lewis and Samuel.​[8]​ 
	There’s no evidence of the nature or extent of Thomas’ education, though he must have received legal training as well as Latin literacy. He became clerk to parliament’s Irish Committee in 1642, and then an assistant to the Judge-Advocate Dr Mills (or Mylles) in 1645. He then rose through the ranks, became Advocate to the north, then Deputy-Advocate under Judge-Advocate Henry Whalley, and then Judge-Advocate in the north. Whalley’s older brother Edward became a regicide and a Major General; Milton praised him in his Second Defence of the English People.​[9]​ Margetts continued to work with Whalley in later parliaments. He was also a client of John Lambert, regicide, Major General, and main author of the 1653 republican consitution the Instrument of Government. Margetts’ correspondence (and Baynes’ correspondence with others) shows him working with, and occasionally acting as a financial agent for Adam Baynes, an army officer who was also a client of John Lambert.​[10]​ By late 1648 Lambert had placed Baynes in London as the northern brigade’s financial agent, and Margetts’ attendance upon the army in the north seems to have been a complementary role (Scott).
	The relationship with Lambert went well beyond private advantage, however, and extended to personal admiration. Margetts wrote to the parliamentary clerk John Browne on 3 October 1648 from Seton (near Musselburgh in East Lothian) following the victory at Berwick:

Heere is much of outward complement & salutation passing at all meetings betweene the great ones of both Nations, striuing each to exceed other, of wch an ingenious spectator may make large comments, Cromwell hath the honour but Lamberts discreete, humble, ingenious, sweete & civill deportment garners him more huggs & ingenious respect & interest from the seuerall Partees.​[11]​ 

Margetts was an enthusiastic supporter of Lambert, and may have felt some political sympathy. Lambert also received Milton’s praise in the Second Defence (CPW 4: 675). Through the late 1640s Margetts followed the army through the north, attended the siege of Pontefract; and later, in Pontefract, York and Bedford, undertook various legal and secretarial duties for the army. During this period he wrote frequent letters to colleagues in the south. His main energies – at least evidenced by the letters that were instrumental in this enterprise – were invested in seeking seeking the payment of arrears of the local Regiments. His letters also contain much news, and there were times when he was an important source for parliament. Sometimes this intelligencing extended into political analysis. 
In a letter of 26 September 1648 to John Browne, a clerk in the House of Lords, for example, he offers an analysis of the political dynamic in Scotland:

And if I may giue you my thoughts of the present temper & condition of this Kingdome I apprehend; the Royall & Presbiterian Partees, are so indifferently mixt (hauing together wth their diuisions their subdiuisions aswell as England) that they know not wch is the greater Interest, & it chiefly consists of those two, (the Independent Partee being but as the gleaning of the harvest, & in their tender & budding state but thriving and growing apace)[.] The two former Interests are both agt the latter, and both against one another, & when they found a gap opened by the sad diuisions of England stroue who should most appeare & soonest appeare agt it, first in England where it was strongest, then in Scotland if it should increase , The former as being most opposite preuayled & gott an Army before the other (being well plyed & incouraged by some State Agents to come into England vpon another accompt & though plausible false, yet false plausible pretence: Hauing nothing to doe at home Eng: is inuaded wth a mighty Army, & in the meane time the latter begins to act, & vpon the ouerthrowe of the former in Engl: presently thrust forth, & now both theis partees are able to appear together in the field as equall & open enemies, or for aduantage sake as priuate friends, for considering the third Partee out of Engl: whome they both hate, are so neare them, they think tis best to agree to be rid of their Company least the spredding euill of Independency should infect their Kirk, & vpon their two disagreeing the third should become Arbitrator, & giue them ^the same doome they had at Preston[.] (House of Lords: Braye MS 3, f. 13)

In this letter Margetts’ political analysis depends on the identification of the motivation of the various parties interacting in Scotland, and the temporary alignment of the interests of the royalist and Presbyterian parties. The exegesis is indebted to the writings of Marchamont Nedham, who had introduced the use of interest-based analysis of multiple, interacting groups into English journalism, adapting this approach from the works of Machiavelli, Guicciardini and the Duc de Rohan.​[12]​ Margetts’ application is less sustained, but it seems that in this letter he is trying to imitate the approach and style. The analysis does not conceal his contempt for the Scots, which resonates with Milton’s. His letter concludes that it is the “Interest of Scotland” to take advantage of England’s divided state, “& to endeauor to get & maintaine a joynt interest & so to leuell England into the same condition of beggary and baseness wth it self.” (Braye MS 3, f. 13v) Five weeks later, on 1 November 1648, he wrote to Browne that there had been a profound transformation “the whole State of this  Kingdome” of Scotland.

The Committee of Estates consist onely of those that were Anti-Engagers and by that you may guesse what they are a doing, pulling downe the other partee as fast as they can, and setting vp themselves, according to the ordinary practise of all Partees, when they are the most potent to trample vpon all others to aduance themselues their own ^interest which I belieue were we not heere would soone crush out new commotions, as they wille in danger to appeare when wee are gone, for the differences betwene the Presbiterian & Royal interests, are very wide, & inconsistent, and cannot be at peace without the one holding his sword over the other, & that’s an ill Tenure. (Braye MS 3, f. 33) 

There has been a rapprochement between the English army and the well-affected Scottish Presbyterians, but Margetts remains suspicious of the latter. 
	We learn little about Margetts’ personal political views from these letters, and such a kind of expression might have been inappropriate in context anyway, as these were effectively letters informing the House of Lords of events in Scotland, written from the point of view of the army. Yet they reveal a weariness about party politics, a belief that the conventional conduct of factions tends to be destructive, that politics is ultimately predictable. Like Nedham’s, his account of politics is not primarily a religious one, though that’s not to suggest that Margetts was not a religious man; rather his understanding is that politics is motivated by secular self-interest, even when the parties concerned are pious or composed along religious lines. A rare yet significant instance of the intertwining of political analysis and impassioned religious expression can be found in a letter of May 1649 discussing the Leveller response to the planned Irish expedition:

I alwaies was afraid of this designe for Ireland, that it would goe neare to break the Army in peices, and raise the Common enemies expectations very high againe. God will bring something more of his glory out of all theis Commotions also, and vntill all Injustice be broken downe & a righteous gouerment established void of self end and priuate aduantage I bid adieu to all externall peace and quietnes in the Nation. (BL: Add MS 21417, f. 134)

In the same letter he expresses an intriguing sympathy for the Levellers on pragmatic grounds, not unlike Nedham’s: they had been “Instruments of much good, yet I would rather wish those that sitt at the helme would so act and steere their shippe, as that there may be no need of them to appeare to <aid?> help the same from sinking.” (f. 134v) Milton, by contrast, was silent on the subject of the Levellers, even when he had been ordered to write against them.​[13]​ Like Nedham’s, Margetts’ view of the world and his political analysis was fundamentally shaped by religion, but religion played a closely circumscribed part in his writing about politics, perhaps because he understood it was as likely to result in disagreement as in effective persuasion (Raymond “Nedham”). However, in the final instance he differs from Nedham in expressing a suspicion of “interest”, despite its usefulness as an analytic category. The newsletters contain very little personal news (four refer to his uncle Robert Margetts, and one each to his brothers Lewis and George, who is about to get married, but even these concern financial matters) and shed more light on Margetts’ political activities and understanding than his private life.​[14]​
	His prose style in these letters, when he is reporting news or offering analysis, rather than speaking in the practical shorthand of financial matters, is precise and clear. It was probably these qualities that resulted in some of these newsletters being published. Fragments of at least two appear in weekly newsbooks, and at least one in a pamphlet; he was also the acknowledged author of two army Declarations representing Lambert’s Council of Officers in the north and a 1653 Letter from the army council, all published in pamphlet form.​[15]​ One letter, in a composite pamphlet entitled A Bloody Fight in Scotland (1648), concludes with a characteristic, but oddly irrelevant in its published context, reflection on the shortcomings of the carrier system: “This Post I received none from you, but by the last I did receive one after I had sent mine away. I believe some letters both of yours and mine have miscarried” (3).​[16]​ In the Declaration pamphlets, however, he speaks with another voice, the collective, authoritative voice of the officers of the northern army; we cannot know whether he is little more than an intelligent amanuensis in these, or if his writing represents his own, legally-minded summary of a less focused debate. In a 1653 broadside, A Letter from the General meeting of the Officers of the Army (dated 28 January 1652[3]), we find insistent expressions of religious faith, lacking from Margetts’ own style.
The main recipients of his numerous newsletters are the aforementioned Adam Baynes; John Browne, clerk to the House of Lords; and William Clarke, secretary to the Council of the Army (to whom we owe the transcripts of the Putney and Whitehall debates), whom Margetts affectionately addressed as “Billy”.​[17]​ The correspondence with Baynes, much of which concerns money, shows that he had some success in obtaining the settlement of arrears with the northern Army. This seems to have aroused some resentment. Thomas Rokeby wrote to Baynes that “If Mr Margetts can gitt his money soe easily wthout either paines or charge, its more then othr men can doe” (Add MS 21417, f. 338).
This seems unfair when judged by the volume of Margetts’ correspondence on the matter, though the ill will may have been provoked by other matters. The settlement of arrears was partly effected by the sale of the late king’s estates, and Thomas personally profited enough to purchase from this sale Biggleswade Manor for £427, 13s. and 6d in August 1650.​[18]​ During the civil wars he profited a good deal. His father, the tanner was assessed on goods worth £3 in 1628-9. His father’s will is not extant, but his mother, in her will dated 18 February, assesses her own wealth as being in the order of £80-90; of which she bequeathed a token twelve pence to Thomas, perhaps because he was already wealthy (TNA: PROB 11/225/321). His own will, written 30 May 1688, provides £1200 to his daughters as well as a significant estate to his widow (including property in Bedford and Biggleswade) (TNA: PROB 11/404/428). Like his colleague Baynes, Margetts rose from relatively humble background to considerable wealth, a trajectory that never seems entirely honest. It is possible, however, that much of this wealth appeared after the Restoration: certainly we find him pleading financial hardship in the 1650s.
By 1651 Thomas had begun to work for the Council of State, while continuing his work for the army. He offered advice on legal matters. In 1653 the Council of State commissioned two officers and three civilians, one of them Margetts, to look into the prison of the Upper Bench, which had become the object of daily complaint by both debtors and creditors.​[19]​ On another occasion the Council sent him, with Lieutenant Colonel Worsley, to examine and report on “persons apprehended for counterfeiting a warrant for carrying French wine into Ireland”.​[20]​ On one occasion he was asked to supply books.​[21]​ A later testimony attributes him with having suppressed a Royalist- Leveller plot in 1650. And in 1651 he sat on a committee investigating false muster returns (the witness for this accuses him of the misuse of his office) (Aylmer 137). He collected paroles of honour, heard petitions, and examined an official about an escaped prisoner who had been accused of counterfeiting the Council’s warrants.​[22]​ This is the day-to-day work of someone who is generally useful because of their reliability and legal training.
In addition to these responsibilities Margetts represented Bedford in the Second and Third Protectorate Parliaments (1656-58, and 1659). His interventions were few and largely concern matters of procedure, though he sat on committees considering property and estates.​[23]​ It is conceivable that he was not frequently in attendance, being on business elsewhere and still working as a deputy advocate for the army. He did, however, intervene in debates about the punishment of James Nayler, the Quaker who was accused of blasphemy, and who provided a test case for parliament prioritizing religious intolerance over the search for financial and political stability in late 1656. He did not, as Adam Baynes did, speak out against Nayler’s punishment, or argue in favour of liberty of conscience as he had done in an earlier letter to William Clarke, but he did challenge the house to agree on a definition of blasphemy, and proposed an adjournment during one debate: it is possible that his intention was to obstruct the motion on procedural grounds. After Nayler was cruelly sentenced Margetts proposed that the punishment be suspended so he might consult with divines, perhaps seeking an amelioration of the sentence.​[24]​
His employment made him increasingly unhappy. In November 1657 he petitioned for payment of debts owed to him by the government (while threatening legal action).​[25]​ In the spring of 1658 he petitioned the Lord Protector and Council: despite his “diuers yeares” of constant attendance in London, “his pay being very small and his charge great, hauing little other then his pay to subsist on”, now he was “about eight moneths pay in arreare” and was “in want of money to support himself & his family.”​[26]​ This is the earliest reference to his family. He had at some point during the 1650s married a younger woman named Elizabeth (fl. 1658-91); he was old to marry for the first time, but there is no indication of a previous wife. Over the next seventeen years Elizabeth and Thomas would have at least seven children, two of whom were buried in infancy. In June 1659 he was promoted from Deputy-Advocate to Judge-Advocate to the army in Scotland, a promotion he protested against: 

Judge-Advocate Margetts pleads 17 years’ service[,] as clerk to the Irish Committee till 1645, then to Dr. Mills till 1647, when he went down as advocate to the North, and then was deputy-advocate to Whalley, having the whole pains and charge of the business; before the end of last Parliament, Whalley requested that Capt. Wright might be here, Whalley in Ireland, and Margetts in Scotland; but he declined Scotland on account of his health, and Cartwright was appointed. He desires, according to the customs of war, to succeed Whalley, to whom he has been 12 years deputy …

His protest was to no avail, and ten days later he was appointed to the Scottish office.​[27]​ The appointment may have had its advantages, however, as it formed the basis of his relationship with General George Monck, which John Eston remarked upon in 1687. This cannot have harmed Margetts’ prosperity in 1660, when Monck became the architect of the Restoration of Charles I. Though Margetts appears to have lost Biggleswade Manor that year he retained some property in the town.​[28]​
At some point after the Restoration of monarchy Margetts returned to Bedford and his wife. In addition to Thomas, the book-giver, they had daughters Roberta, Elizabeth and, probably, Rebecca, who all died young, and Beata, Dinah, Isabella and Elizabeth, who all survived to be mentioned in Thomas’ 1688 will. He continued to be active locally witnessing various legal transactions and, as we have seen, leading the local dissenting community.​[29]​ He seems to have had a falling out with his son Thomas, however. While each of his married daughters was to inherit £300 (left to their husbands and in various ways), and the unmarried Elizabeth (recently turned 13) was to receive £300 when she turned 21, or when she married, provided that she was aged 19 and married with her mother’s approval, Thomas junior’s inheritance was conditional. He would receive £20 per annum out of the estate that was left for the use of Elizabeth, to be continued until he married, though is his “conversation bee to the satisfaction of my wife or one of my said Trustees or one of the Overseers” of his will, this could be supplemented by a further £10 and more if Elizabeth had sufficient. Only “if my sons conversation be such as he Marry with consent of one of my said trustees or Overseers” would he inherit the use of the “whole real Estate”, minus a third for Elizabeth. (He would also receive his sister Elizabeth’s portion, should she predecease her inheritance.) There is also an elaborate provision for the resolution should “any difference arise betweene any of my Children or betweene my wife and any of them” (PROB 11/404/428). Thomas seems to have had some anxiety about conflict within the family, quite possibly about his only son’s conduct, or “conversation”. However, Thomas junior did inherit the real estate, and married a woman named Rachel (TNA: AD127; HF11/9/1). Thomas was buried at St Peter Martin on 8 February 1690/1, and his will passed probate on 23 May 1691.​[30]​

A missing English Defence

And, of course, at some point during the 1650s he translated Milton’s Pro populo Anglicano defensio into English. What was the connection between the two men?
There evidence is largely circumstantial. Cromwell’s funeral procession is a good starting point. The detailed plans for Cromwell’s funeral in November 1658 carefully arrange the mourners at Somerset House before their procession to Westminster Abbey. This was, of course, an enormous event, and brought together many diverse and otherwise unassociated people. The arrangement is hierarchical, but also by function. Margetts was stationed in block 4, with the army officers, who congregated in the Long Gallery; Milton stood with the other secretaries for foreign tongues in block 3, in the Privy Chamber. Between them were various army officers, commissioners for the army, navy and for approving public preachers. In all few people were positioned between the two men in this careful hierarchy, and they walked to Westminster in close proximity. Their respective positions display their status as highly valued civil servants, both associated, though not exclusively, with the council of state (BL: Lansdowne MS 95, ff. 40r, 41v).
Though he wrote and was published Margetts was not a known writer or a literary figure, and did not have a national or international reputation like Milton. However Milton’s longstanding interest in the law, and the arguments mounted in his prose tracts, would have been an incentive to consult nearby lawyers. The two worked in close proximity, often in the same building, for most of a decade. Their political and religious sympathies overlapped, though it is difficult to be precise about Margetts’ politics. We have already seen him undertaking political analysis on the basis of the interest of parties, which resembles that of Milton’s friend Marchamont Nedham, the journalist and republican polemicist, rather than Milton himself (except briefly in 1660, when Milton did use the language of interest).​[31]​ Like Milton and Nedham he was entirely hostile to Presbyterianism, mainly because of its propensity to interfere in civil affairs. In October 1648 he worried that the Presbyterian clergy could enslave Scotland by pursuing their own interests, and the people would willingly accept enslavement: “the slavish ignorant people will as certainly make it their conscience to observe their lawes, though it be to their owne losse and mischieff.” Nations could enslave themselves and be subjected to the despots they deserved, a theme that recurs through Milton’s writings (e.g. PL 12: 90-101). Prebyterianism had no place in politics. In the same letter, anonymously printed in the newsbook The Moderate, he foretold:

When once the light brakes forth in this Kingdome, (and I thinke the sunne is neare rising) it will warme and heale apace, butt the cloudes must be broken first, the foundation of this ould fabric must be shaken; and when the poore, blind, dead people shall see the light and feel the warmth of the sun (sweete liberty) to redeeme them out of their present slavery, then the strugglings of Scotland wilbe as great as those of England, which hath overcome a few of those, but not yet gotten to the top of its glory.​[32]​

He had doubts about the practical wisdom of the Irish expedition, which Milton shared (Raymond “Complications”). He was impressed by Cromwell, but admired Lambert more.
The religious resemblance is clearer. In a 1647 letter to William Clarke, Margetts praises the Independent preacher John Saltmarsh for condemning “the imprisoning and punishing of men for acting not according to other mens lights” (Firth, ed. 2: 249). He refers to Saltmarsh’s Smoke in the Temple (1646), a defence of liberty of conscience that champions “free debates and open conferences”, a tract often associated with Milton’s Areopagitica (1645). In 1652 he wrote from Westminster to Scotland encouraging the allies of the English army there to show greater zeal in religion.​[33]​ He resisted but did not fight the punishment of James Nayler. He stood alongside fellow Bedfordian Bunyan as an enemy of religious intolerance, in the footsteps of his father, who was averse to Laudian ceremonialism and suspected of Puritanism. All of which suggests that he might have been sympathetic to Milton’s religion and politics, but it does not reveal why he chose to translate Pro populo Anglicano defensio – assuming, that is, that the idea was his.
	Milton’s Pro populo Anglicano defensio was published in late February 1651. Copies were soon to be found all over northern Europe, assisted by the speed with which numerous pirate editions were printed, at least ten supplementing two English editions. It soon found its way into a Dutch translation, and a French translation was rumoured to be imminent (it is not extant, though it would be surprising if no French translation appeared, as there were frequent references to the work in France, and it was ordered to be burned on at least three occasions in Toulouse and Paris).​[34]​ There is a reference to an English translation in the annual journal Hollandsche Mercurius, but no printed English version is extant before 1692.​[35]​ There is a straightforward explanation for this: although the title page proclaims that it is a defence on behalf of the English by an Englishman, the primary audience consists of the Europe-wide readers of the Salmasius’ Latin Defensio Regia, and perhaps of the vernacular translations of this work. Salmasius’s attack was not translated into English, and thus there would be no need for an English rebuttal. Yet this absence is nonetheless surprising, because when the first edition was entered into the Stationers’ Register on 31 December 1650, following the Council of State’s authorisation of the work on 23 December – marks that indicate its official nature, and the importance the government placed on its production – the entry described it as “pro populo Anglicano defentio … both in Latin and English” (French, ed. 2: 335).
The Council of State, which had commissioned the work on 8 January 1650, in the first place, and waited eleven months for its delivery, seem to have expected or intended an English edition as well. The Latin work they received certainly addressed English readers in places, including the Council of State. The English version entered in the register may only have been a projected version: sometimes entries in the Register were introduced well in advance as placeholders to prevent competition, but this would still suggest an English version was ultimately intended. When the work was official government propaganda it’s hard to see how such a blocking entry would have been necessary, because no hawkish English bookseller is likely to have turned an unofficial version to his or her advantage. Whatever the nature of the entry in the Register – whether there was already a manuscript, or one was in progress, or one had been or was about to be commissioned – it seems clear that the Council of State wanted an English version of Pro populo Anglicano defensio. 
And yet Milton did not produce one. There are many witnesses to how busy he was at this time and suggestions that he was slow to produce. His eyesight had deteriorated through 1650, and by the spring of 1651 he was blind in both eyes. He might not have had much appetite for translating his own dense and allusive polemic. But then why not allow someone else? It is true that Milton had reasons to be disinclined to speak to an English audience. He would a little later express grumpy regret for having written his divorce tracts in English, thus making them accessible to “vernacular readers” who would not grasp the finer points of his scriptural arguments.​[36]​ But the divorce tracts sought to persuade on a topic that was theologically and socially hazardous; similar risks did not apply to the overtly confrontational and frequently abusive animadversion of Pro populo Anglicano defensio. The arguments of the English Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649) were just as politically radical. Did he fear reprisals from royalists who could read Latin but not English and would take the deepest offence against his personal abuse of the king? This cannot be: for he had already published Eikonoklastes (1649). Milton might have (rightly) balked at the notion of someone trying to capture the nuances of his Latin in English, but would he have objected even to the attempt, and would his wishes have overridden the order of the Council of State?




A fuller analysis of the translation as a translation will appear in the forthcoming edition of the three defences in the Oxford Complete Works of John Milton – and I have made a plain transcription available online – but here I will offer a brief account of some of its literary qualities.​[37]​ As the Turnbull Library catalogue states, the translation is based on the text of the first edition of Pro populo Anglicano defensio published in quarto in 1651; it both translates words and phrases that were dropped in the emended 1651 folio edition, and omits words and phrases that were introduced in the folio and retained in the 1658 duodecimo edition.​[38]​ There are no grounds for thinking that it followed a manuscript rather than a printed edition: it translates the imprint as well. A note in Margetts’ hand at the front of the volume states: “The pages notes in ye margent of this book are of yt edition of Salmasius’ book intituled Defensio Regia pro Carolo primo & printed in ye yeare 1649 in duodecimo at ye kings charge”. As five of the six 1649 editions are in duodecimo format, and all specify “Sumptibus Regiis”, this is not especially helpful; but an examination of the (incomplete) cross references to quotations from Defensio Regia indicates that Margetts used the edition that Falconer Madan identified in his bibliography of Defensio Regia as number five, which may or may not have been published by the Elzevirs at Leiden. The manuscript presents a full title page (perhaps for completeness, perhaps because publication was envisaged). It’s a neat copy, though the nature of the corrections suggest that it was copied from another text, but without the attention to cleanness that would suggest a presentation text. The 8vo volume is bound in contemporary calf, with broken clasps. The pages, bound in quires, measure 158 x 102 mm, and the translation occupies 346 numbered pages.​[39]​ There is an extra leaf at the start and the end of the volume. The leaf at the start has the ownership inscription on the recto, plus the above note on the verso, together with some later annotations. The final leaf has on its recto a curious politic observation headed “As a roaring Lyon and a ranging Bear so is a wicked Ruler over a poor people”, written in a later, very tidy italic hand.
In his newsletters Margett’s hand is perfectly legible but highly irregular, mixing secretary and late italic hands, and with various allographs within the italic; this is particularly true when he was in the field, and his hand becomes more consistent and much tidier when he returns to his home in Bedford.​[40]​ In the “Defence” translation he uses exclusively italic forms, but with the same allographs; he makes the quotes from Salmasius visually distinct by using a more regular italic. It was, then, a fair working copy. Several details suggest that, while it’s an entire translation, some passages were less finely worked than others; I suspect Margetts finished it without being entirely happy with the whole. There are some errors in the translation, that Milton would surely have pointed out had the work been read to him. Finally, Margetts also left in place crosses in the left margins next to quotations and allusions, apparently as markers for the future insertion of cross references, mainly to Defensio Regia.
The translation reveals a good ear for English idiom, and prioritises that above a literal translation of Latin idioms. It is impressively compressed: without resorting to paraphrase Margetts makes it short and pithy (his translation is a little over 79,500 words; the Latin is around 51,500). He does not seek to capture every Latin detail, but seeks to make it work in English. I will offer a few comparisons using, variously: i) the Latin, ii) the anonymous English translation printed in 1692; iii) Samuel Lee Wolff’s 1932 translation in the Columbia edition of Milton’s Works, a fairly literal translation, with facing Latin; iv) the 1966 translation by Donald Mckenzie in the Yale edition of Milton’s Prose; and v) Claire Gruzelier’s excellent 1991 translation for a Cambridge edition of Milton’s Political Writings edited by Martin Dzelzainis.
First some short examples. Milton writes “Permulta sunt, quæ te doceri potiùs oporteret; nam quæ te propriùs attingunt, videris ea pernitùs nescire, & præter literulas nihil unquam didicisse, ne percipere quidem potuisse.”​[41]​ Columbia translates this as: “There are a great many things which it would more behoove you to be told; for of things that more immediately concern you, you seem altogether ignorant, and never to have learnt or even been able to understand more than the alphabet.” Yale is less formal, beginning “we must explain to you first”, and has for that final phrase “or even been able to understand anything but your schoolboy’s lore.” Gruzelier has “There are very many things in which you should be instructed further … except the alphabet.” The anonymous 1692 translation gives “There are a great many other things, which you stand more in need of being told: For of things that more immediately concern you, you seem altogether ignorant, and never to have learnt any thing but Words and Letters, nor to be capable of anything else.” This is politely readable and perfectly acceptable. Margetts translates: “There are many things which it were more needfull that thou wast taught, for those things wch more nearly concerne thee thou seemest to be altogether ignorant of, & to haue learnt nothing at any time no nor to be able to understand anything besides the small letters”. This is marginally longer than modern versions; but his “small letters” nails the difficult phrase and sounds better in English. It’s not a transferred epithet, but a reminder that Salmasius is more concerned with the minutiae in the text, the notes and margins, than in grasping the content. That is more powerful than “alphabet” and “schoolboys lore.”​[42]​
At another point Milton’s uses the Latin “crepas” to describe Salmasius’ repeated use of Aristotle; this is translated as “chatter about” in Yale and “prating about” in Columbia; Gruzelier has “whom you make much ado about”; the 1692 translator “Aristotle, whom you name so often”; Margetts offers “that Aristotle whome thou crack’st on”.​[43]​ This is both lively and sounds very modern. A Latin phrase that Yale translates “one point I cannot pass over, which it seems you would employ as a sort of decoration to set off the rest of the chapter,” Columbia as “which I suppose you intended to decorate ... as with some motto in mosaic inlay”, Gruzelier as “which I believe you wished  to adorn the rest of the chapter like some mosaic inlay”, and the 1692 translator as “which I suppose you intended for an Emblem,” is in Margetts’ translation: “One thing I cannot let passe, by wch as by a certaine Emblem I think thou would’st garnish ye rest of this chapter”. The Latin is “emblemate”, which literally means something like mosaic work; “emblem” seems at first lazy, but it catches the notion of text in the mosaic, and “garnish” (for “exornare”, to adorn or embellish) isn’t at all literal, but it’s lively, sneering and active.​[44]​ And when Milton, quoting Salmasius, refers to Saxon kings failing to summon “comitia”, Columbia has the literal “national councils”, Yale “national assemblies”, and Gruzelier “councils of the realm”, Margetts translates the word as “Parliaments”, effectively siding with Milton against Salmasius by conflating Saxon assemblies with modern parliaments. The 1692 translator does the same, though the distinction was less urgent after the Glorious Revolution.​[45]​
	A more extended example. There is a passage of ad hominem argument against Salmasius that makes a complex series of puns around the theme of him being a lecherous and arrogant French cock; it is fantastically difficult to translate. Here is the Latin: 

Atqui jam tua res agitur, non nostra, Gallus gallinaceus, inquis, tam maribus quàm fœminis imperitat. Qui pote hoc fieri? Cum tu ipse Gallus, &, ut ferunt, vel nimiùm gallinaceus, non tuæ gallinæ, sed illa tibi imperitet, & in te regnum exerceat: si gallinaceus ergò plurium fœminarum rex est, tu gallinæ mancipium tuæ, non gallinaceum te, sed stercorarium quendam esse Gallum oportet. Pro libris certè nemo te majora edit sterquilinia, & gallicinio tuo stercoreo omnes obtundis; hoc unicum galli gallinacei habes. Jam ego multa hordei grana daturum me tibi promitto, si totum hoc vertendo sterquilinium tuum, vel unam mihi gemmam ostenderis. Sed quid ego tibi hordeum? qui non hordeum, ut Æsopicus ille, simplex & frugi gallus, sed aurum, ut Plautinus ille nequam, scalpturiendo quæsisti; quamvis exitu adhuc dispari; tu enim centum Jacobæos aureos inde reperisti, cum Euclionis fuste potiùs, quo misellus ille Plautinus, obtruncari dignior sis.​[46]​

The reliable and literal Columbia translates the passage thus, keeping the Latin in places to indicate the lexical richness:

“Gallus gallinaceus, the cock,” you say, “wields imperial power over both males and females.” How can that be, since you yourself that are Gallic, and (they say) but too cocky, wield not imperial power over your hen, but she over you? So that if the gallinaceous cock be king over many females, you that are slave to your hen must needs be not Gallus gallinaceus, but some sort of Gallus stercorarius, or dunghill-cock. For the matter of books, in fact, nobody publishes huger dunghills, and you deafen us all with your crowing over them; that is the only point in which you resemble a true cock. I promise to give you many barley corns if in ransacking this whole dunghill-book of yours you can show me but one jewel. But why should I give barley to you, who, quite unlike the honest plain cock in Aesop, scratched not for barley, but like the good-for-nothing cock in Plautus, scratched eagerly for gold? The outcome, to be sure, was different to this extent, that by scratching you found a hundred gold Jacobuses, though you more deserved to be struck dead with Euclio’s club, like that wretched bird in Plautus. (Columbia Works 8: 281; cf. CPW 4: 428.)

Margetts translates the same at identical length:

Thou saiest, the Gamecock rules ouer both males & females.    How can this be? When thou thy self a French-cock, &, as they say, euen too much of the Game ... 

“Game” translating “gallinaceus” (meaning pertaining to domestic poultry); the modern translation is “cocky”, but this word was not in use in the mid seventeenth century except to mean “lecherous” (which would have covered only part of Milton’s meaning); the sense of “arrogant” developed in the mid eighteenth century. “Gamecock” was a newish word at the time, indicating a bird trained for fighting, frequently used in similitives, the OED tells us. “Gamecock” is less rich than the Latin “Gallus gallinaceus”, but the Latin is not satisfactorily translatable (and none of the modern translators try).

... do’st not rule ouer thy hen, but shee ouer thee, & exercises her gouermt vpon thee; Therefore, if the Cock be king ouer many hens, thou, a bondslaue to thy owne hen, must not be a Gamecock, but a kind of a ffrench-dunghill Cock. Certainly no man hath put forth greater dunghills for books then thou thy self, & thou makest all men deafe wth thy dunghill crowing, wch only thing thou hast of a Gamecock.
	Now I promise thee that I will giue thee many barly cornes if in scraping ouer all this thy dunghill thou shal find me but one pearle. But why I giue thee barly? who in scratching hast not look’t for barly as yt honest & thrifty cock in Æsop did, but gold, as thoat Vnthrift in Plautus, though wth an issue as yet different, for thou hast thereby found an hundred golden Jacobusses, whereas thou deseru’st rather to be knock’t o’the head wth Euclios club wherewth yt wretch in Plautus was. (MS-1649, p. 160)

Both Columbia and Yale infer that this wretch is a bird; Milton’s “misellus” doesn’t directly suggest fowl, though the allusion to Plautus implicitly does. Margetts either overlooked the allusion or stuck to the original. What’s most distinctive about Margett’s work is evident here – in contrast to Columbia – is that he avoids reiterating the Latin. Whereas Columbia, Yale and Gruzelier’s translations are intended for scholars and therefore can retain the Latin in order to preserve the complexity and integrity of the original, Margetts assumes that the reader has no Latin. At one point he keeps the phrase “ex officio”, then translates it for the reader (MS-1649, p. 245). His translation was intended for a broad, monoglot Anglophone audience. However, he faced an obstacle that he had not overcome by the time he finished work on the translation. He seems not to have understood Greek, and simply included transcriptions of the Greek words in the original (e.g. MS-1649, pp. 7, 50). And sometimes he didn’t fully understand the Latin words either.
	The translation is uneven, and some passages are lifeless or repetitive. Some are simply mistaken. Margetts was, for example, wrongfooted by the relatively straightforward sentence: “quâ solâ, ut inclusus ille Capreis Tiberius, à temetipso perditus quotidie te sentias perire.” Gruzelier translates this elegantly as: “In this way alone, like the celebrated Tiberius shut up on Capri, destroyed by your own hand, you may every day feel that you are dying.” Margetts, however, wrote: “by wch alone, as that Tiberius inclosed by Hee goates, thou maiest freely feel thy self to die daily destroyed by thy self.”​[47]​ Perhaps he here reveals some of that geographical ignorance that Milton found lamentable in his contemporaries​[48]​: he had not heard of Capri, and knew little of the life of Tiberius. 
	A more complex, longer example to finish with, a dense, allusive, figurative passage of Milton’s Latin:

Molossos esse Anglos certè non putarem, nisi quòd tu illos, hybrida, latratu tàm degeneri oblatras; Lupi, si diis placet, Sancti Dominus: Lupus nimirum sanctus queritur Molossos esse fanaticos. Germanus olim, cujus ille Lupus Trecassinus collega fuit, incesto apus nos regi Vortigerno authoritate suâ regnum abrogavit. Sanctus itaque Lupus talem te Lupi non sancti, sed famelici cujuspiam & latrunculi dominum, illo apud Martialem viperarum domino viliorem, aspernatur: qui & latrantem ipse domi, ut ferunt, Lyciscam habes, quæ tibi miserè dominatur; cujus partim impulsu etiam scripsisse hæc diceris; unde mirum non est velle te regiam dominationem aliis obtrudere, qui fœmineum ipse domi dominatum ferre tam serviliter assuevisti. Sis itaque Lupi Dominus, sit Lupa tuî domina, sis Lupus ipse, sis Lycanthropus, molossis meherculè Anglicanis ludibrium debes. (Milton, Defensio 76-7)

The 1692 translator does quite well with this, relaxing some of his (?) accustomed politeness, especially in writing that Salmasius “hast by Relation, a barking She-wolf at home too, that domineers over thee most wretchedly; at whose Instigations, as I am informed, thou hast wrote this stuff.” Struggling with the richness of the allusions available in the Latin the translator uses “St. Lupus” but uncharacteristically resorts to the addition of a gloss in a shoulder note: “* Lupus in Latin, signifies a Wolf.” (Milton, Defence 60) Claire Gruzelier translates this as:

I would certainly not consider the English to be hounds, except for the fact that you, mongrel, bark at them with such base yapping: the lord of St Loup, please God, the holy wolf indeed, complains that the hounds are rabid. Once upon a time St Germain, whose colleague was that famous St Loup of Troyes, by his authority deprived the unchaste king in our country, Vortigern, of his realm. And so St Loup spurns such as you, the master not of a holy wolf but of one that is famished and thievish, more despicable than that master of vipers in Martial. You have at home also a barking Lycisca yourself, who rules over you most pitilessly, though you are the ruler of the wolf, and makes a din about your titles and opposes you in a loud voice. Therefore it is no wonder that you wish to thrust royal domination upon others, since you are yourself so slavishly accustomed to endure feminine rule at home. And so whether you are a master of the wolf, and have a she-wolf as your mistress, or are a wolf yourself or a werewolf, I assert that you must be  the sport of the English hounds. (Gruzelier, trans. 110-1)

This is quite interpretative, especially of the difficult phrase “cujus partim impulsu etiam scripsisse hæc diceris”. Columbia proposes: “this She-wolf lords it pitifully over you, and loudly rails at your Seigneurie, and unlords your lordship.” (Columbia Works 8: 158-61) Yale suggests: “rails at your rank, and contradicts you shrilly” (CPW 4: 380). Margetts comes up with a different solution:

Truly I should not think Englishmen were Mastiues but that thou mongrell barkest at them wth so degenerate a crie, Lord of St Lupus if it please ye Gods, in good faith Lupus ye Saint complaines the Mastiues are fanaticks.     A German of old, of whome that Lupus Trecassinus was a Colleague, by his owne authority forced the kingdome from Vortigernus an vnchast King among vs; therefore Lupus the Saint disdaines thee such a Lord of Lupus, not a Saint, but some hungerstaru’d curre & little theif, more base then yt Lord of the Vipers in Martiall, who hast, as they say, at home a Lycisca barking, yt wretchedly domineers ouer thee, by whose impulse partly thou art also said to haue writt theis things; whence it is not to be wondred that thou art willing to obtrude kingly dominion vpon others, who hast bin wont thyself so servilely to endure fæminine Soueraignty at home. Be thou thereafter Lord of Lupus, be Lupa Lady of thee, be thou thyself Lupus, be thou Lycanthropus, in good faith it is thy due to be a baiting stock to ye English Mastiues. (MS-1649, pp. 89-90)

The Latin is 123 words, Gruzelier’s English 203 and Margetts’ 189. “By whose impulse” is more explicit about cause and effect, though less subtle. Margetts perhaps had not inferred that St Loup was the location of Salmasius’ estate in France, so his “Lupus the Saint” conceals the  pun. “A German of old” is literal, and perhaps Margetts did not understand the use of Germanus as a proper name. But “be thou thyself Lupus, be thou Lycanthropus” doesn’t do the work it should in English, though it is clear enough alongside the Latin. And, given his overwhelming preference for the vernacular, I wonder if he’d heard of the English word “werewolf”, or the relatively recent “lycanthrope”. The section has little of the vigor and less of the clarity of the best passages, though the biting final clause constitutes a return to form.
	These last two examples are enough to suggest that the work was not properly polished, and that Milton might have voiced some objections to Margetts’ labours had he known of them. But, though this article has recovered a good deal of Margetts’ life, it has not been possible to discover exactly what happened to the translation after initial composition. We do not know if it was written at Margetts’ own instigation and offered, or not offered, to the Council of State; we do not know if the Council asked for a translation from Margetts, or even issued a more general call for a translation among its literate employees,  whether he discussed it with Milton generally, or even more specifically. We don’t know if Milton disliked – for its weaknesses, despite its evident strengths – and vetoed it.
	However, we now indisputably possess a contemporary English version of Pro populo Anglicano defensio translated by someone who would have known Milton, worked alongside or near him, and who was broadly sympathetic in religion and politics. Its provenance makes the manuscript exceptionally important as a life record and as an example of the rendering of his Latin into English. Thomas Margetts should now be admitted into our reconstructions of Milton’s world.
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